ABSTRACT
In this paper we discuss some of the limitations of the existing isolated word speech recognition system (IWSR) when applied to confusable vocabulary. For our study we have chosen a subset of Hiridi stop consonants as the confusable word set. The members of this set differ among themselves primarily in the short leading consonantal part and at the interface of the consonant and the following dominant vowel part. We adopt a signaldependent approach for parameter extraction and matching strategy. This approach gives better performance compared with the conventional approach, but the performance still falls far short of the desired goal of lO0 recognition. Refined signal processing suitable for appropriate segments of speech appear to be the way out of this problem. We discuss our studies in this direction. We use a new measure, called Performance Index, to evaluate the changes in performance due to innovations carried out on small data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Studies on isolated word speech recognition system for different vocabularies have raised doubts about the achievable recognition accuracy with these systems, especially when dealing with large vocabularies LI]. A highly reliable working system these days is one which deals with a small vocabulary of words having minimum confusability among them. Our objective is to develop systens which can effectively deal with confusable words also. The strategy for recognition should be based on focussing our attention on the differences in the characteristics of the words in the vocabulary. In literature, one finds the E-set (B,C,D,E,G,P,T,V,Z, 3 ) of the alphadigit vocabulary as one example of the confusable word set. Several refinements of the conventional approach have been suggested to deal with such confusable word sets. Parameter optimization has been proposed to enhance those aspects of the signal which contribute signifi-17.5.1 cantly to the detection of phonetic differences [2] . Templates are created to maximally represent the vocabulary items [3] .
Spectral and temporal features to describe the acoustic cues have been evaluated [4] . Refinements in dynamic time warping, integration of featurebased and template-based system [5] and emphasis of transients over steady-state portions [6] have been attempted. Some of these refinments have reduced the error rate for the E-set from 37 to lO/ [5] .
Although the E-set appears to be acoustically similar due to their common vowel ending, the leading portions of the words differ significantly in their excitation characteristics. Hence any scheme which reduces the dominant effect of the vowel portion should result in increase in the recognition performance. This does not necessarily indicate that the scheme has superior features for distinguishing the leading portions. A more effective test on the capability of a recognition scheme will be on its ability to handle stop consonants whose characteristics are not easy to extract [7] .
In this paper we report our studies on the recognition of Hindi stop consonants, which represent a vocabulary more confusable than the E-set. The members of this set are: c (ka), -q (cha),
(tha) and IT'(pa). These are voiceless stop consonants characterized by different places of articulation. Acoustically, they differ among themselves in their short leading consonantal part and at the interface with the following vowel part. If the distinguishing primary features are not captured in these short durations, there is almost no chance of recovery Hindi consonants set. Further experiments on the consonants set are described in Section III.
II. SIGNAL-DEPENDENT MATCHING
In the conventional approach the speech information in each frame is represented in parametric form for further processing and matching. The issues in matching are the nonlinear time registration of the test utterance with a reference word and the distance computation between a test frame and a reference frame. The recognition accuracy depends on various design choices like the size and nature of vocabulary, speaker dependence, background noise, etc., For a given specification, there are other factors that limit the performance of the systems. These factors include ambiguity in endpoint detection, fluctuations in the parameter contours, inadequacy of noise normalization and fixed matching strategy.
To overcome some of these limitations, a signal-dependent matching strategy, which makes use of the signal knowledge for parameter extraction and matching, has been proposed [8] . In this method the number and type of parameters are not fixed apriori, but are selected based on the nature of the input speech segment. The measure of performance described in [8] is used in our studies. The measure reflects the changes in the performance due to innovations in the system design and it is useful while working with limited sets of data on a modest computational facility. Table-l shows the improvement in the Performance Index (PIX) values for signal-dependent approach over those for the conventional approach. The results for three sets of vocabulary [8] are given in Table- i. Under identical conditions of frame size, parametric representations, etc., the PIX value obtained for Hindi stop consonants is only 25.8$, even for signaldependent matching. This clearly shows that the Hindi set is more confusable than the E-set.
Each Hindi consonant word consists of two parts, namely, the short leading consonantal part and the following dominant vowel part. The consonantal part, being short and transitory in nature,can be represented more effectively by a small number of spectral parameters over small segments of data. The small frame size provides the required temporal resolution. On the other hand, the vowel part requires more spectral resolution than the consonantal part. Thus the parameters and the frame rates have to be adaptively chosen based on the signal 17.5.2 knowledge. Table-2 shows that by increasing the temporal resolution and decreasing the spectral resolution in the consonantal part, the PIX can be increased significantly. The effect of increased temporal resolution is reflected in the overall PIX because the duration of the consonantal part (including silence) is of the same order as that of the following vowel part in this case.
hen the duration of the consonantal part is small compared with the vowel part, the overall PIX is dominated by the influence of the vowel part. This can be seen from the results in Table-3 for three sets of ilindi consonants, all ending with the same vowel. A much higher PIX value is obtained for the consonant part alone, indicating the higher discrimination of these parts compared with the vowel parts. Although the PIX value for the consonantal part is more compared with that for the entire utterance, the recognition of the consonants is not more than 60$ for the three sets of data given in Table- 3. On the other hand, for a word set consisting of the same consonantal part but with different vowel endings, the overall PIX value is around 80$ and the recognition of the vowels is 100$. The interesting point is that the PIX for the whole utterance is dictated by the vowel parts for the data sets in Table-3 and Table- 4, In addition Table-4 illustrates that representation of the vowel part by linear predictor coefficients yields better results than if the representation is by log melspectral values. The distance between two linear prediction spectra is computed using cep8tral distance [9] . The influence of the consonantal part on the overall PIX can be seen in Table-4 when the frames are overlapped with 192 samples. The PIX value for the vowel part changes little, whereas the PIX value for the overall distance has decreased from 86.5$ to 75.1$ due to the influence of the consonantal part.
III, NEED FOR A DIFFERENT APPROACH FOR CONFUSABLE WORD RECOGNITION
The performance of signal-dependent matching for the confusable words set shown in Table-3 is not high enough to design a practically useful system. The PIX values for a practical system should be in the range of 80$ to 100$. A different approach to recognition of confusable words consists of identifying and isolating those parts of utterance which primarily characterize the consonantal parts. It is necessary to deemphasize the transition regions which carry only the secondary clues for the consonant discrimination. The disadvantage of using the secondary clues for consonant discrimination is that these clues are different for different vowel endings.
To develop a recognition scheme for the confusable word set, we manually isolated the leading consonantal part by observing the speech waveform and by listening to different portions of the speech utterance. In our experiments we have found that the leading consonantal part can always be isolated. We have also verified through listening tests that the isolated consonant part does carry the discriminating information required for recognition.
Having identified the consonantal part, it should be appropriately represented to reflect the characteristics of the consonant. The representation requires good temporal resolution to capture the articulatory dynamic characteristics of the particular consonant. In addition to the parametric representation, the excitation characteristics and the prosodic features such as duration should be used to describe the consonantal part. We are currently working on methods to represent the leading consonantal parts for recognition purposes.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Hindi stop consonants represent a typical confusable word set. Identifying the consonantal and vowel parts of the utterances of these words and applying different parametric representation and matching techniques resulted in some improvement in performance. But the improvement is not adequate to design a recognition system. A totally different approach is needed in which the leading consonantal part is isolated and handled separately for recognition. One reason for doing this is that we have obtained better performance for the consonantal parts of the utterances. Moreover, it is necessary to reduce the influence of the dominating vowel part. The justification for using the consonantal parts alone for recognition is that we have been able to obtain lO0/ recognition of the consonants in the listening tests when the consonantal parts were actually concatenated with different vowels. Our approach for the design of a recognition system consists of representing the different parts of speech signal appropriately, giving more importance to classification based on the characteristics of the primary consonantal part. The secondary clues from the vowel part may be considered as additional information. We are currently exploring some of these ideas to design a recognition system for confusable words.
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